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If Melb Univ Arch Dept has chartered an aircraft to fly 70 
students & graduates to Japan for a 5 weeks' study tour. 
The trip, first of a projected annual series, will be made 
during Feb & March '61. 

If Perth City Ccl has decided to begin const'n of the 
Admin block of the New Town Hall with the object of 
completing it before the 1962 Empire Games. (CS—Oct '60). 
A floor will be added to the 10 storey design at a cost of 
£70,000. The admin block will cost £1,230,000. Three halls in 
a rounded structure at the rear will be built later at a cost 
of £640,000. (Jeffrey Howlett & Donald Bailey, arch'ts). 

if World wide tenders are being called this month for the 
const'n of the 2nd stage of Syd's Opera House. The 1st stage 
built by Civil & Civic Contr's is already nearing completion. 
(CS—June '60). 
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This is Kindersley House, the new Royal Exchange Ass'ce 
Bldg which also accommodates Syd's Stock Exchange. Claimed 
to be the tallest lift-slab structure in the world (31 floors), 
this £3m office block was erected in 108 weeks-5 months 
ahead of schedule. I+ is one of Syd's best bldgs of this type, 
in that it has received a great deal of intelligent thought, 
careful detailing, consistent & continuous supervision to 
ensure that the architects intention was in fact executed. 
The clients wanted a prestige bldg & they got it. Unassuming 
& well-dressed the street facade, at least above the grd flr, 
is deliberately restrained. But the entrace levels do have an 
interest which seems very suitable to the busy street life: not 
too complex, yet with sufficient variety, pattern & shape to 
interest a passing person: magnificently enhanced by 2 
coats of arms by Douglas Annand, one on Bligh st & another 
on O'Connell st, both different, where the artist has taken 
a rather trite theme & created a singing, lovely cartouche. 
Though the work of a team, the bldg's details are consistently 
thought out. Coupled with excellent lettering it exhibits 
materials that are used to a pleasant, at times almost 
brilliant, effect (see right). The bldg, which has about 
170,000 sq ft of office space, may not be classed as an 
edifice of the highest merit yet despite its large size it 
certainly stands out in its clarity & generous treatment. 
(McConnell, Smith & Johnson, arch'ts; Woolacott, Hale & 
Bond, engrs; James Wallace Pty Ltd, bldrs). 
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This Burnie Board Stand at Brisb's R.N.A. showgrounds re-
cently provided a Ist class example of how to display hard-
board in an unusually exciting & polished manner. (John 
Dalton & Peier Heathwood, arch'ts). 

The project that may spell doom for Melb's historic 
Young & Jackson's Hotel has been revived again. The 
Comm'wlth Bank has offered to buy this Flinders st site for 
a new office block, provided the City Ccl will in turn buy 
part of the site for a public garden. All that is holding up 
the project is haggling by the Ccl about its share of the 
purchase price. The question everyone is asking however, is 
what will happen to Chloe, the famous nude that has 
decorated Y & J's bars for 2 generations. A Rigby cartoon 
suggested that the painting be bought by the bank & hung 
on the walls of its new counting house. 

The 1,050 ft long overseas passenger terminal at Fre-
mantle Harbour is under way. The steel frame is up for the 
2 storey bldg which includes the central hall, with twin 
escalators, elevator & staircase. Passengers will disembark 
direct on to an upper deck & after completing formalities in 
the Customs hall, will pass thru a lounge which will have 
central seating for about 50 people. A post-office, tourist 
bureau, bank shipping office, bookstall & telephone booths 
are located in the adjoining concourse area. (Hobbs, 
Winning & Leighton, arch'ts; Fremantle Harbour Trust, engrs). 
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A number of new bldgs for ANU's new School of General 
Studies in Canberra form a series of pleasant courtyards 
which provide shade in summer & wind break in winter. These 
open off a Concourse at grd fir level providing direct access 
to Lec+ Theatres & class rms. The Physics Bldg (above) is 
now nearing completion at the NW-end of the site in an 
area that is easily accessible to the Eng & Chem Schools. 
Planned on a 3' 4" module & a struct'I bay of 16' 8" the 
bldg provides a convenient width for teaching labs with 
the possibility of further subdivision into 10 ft wide rooms 
suitable for offices, studies & research labs. The Chem bldg 
(below) incorporates 3 major units of Teaching Block, 
Research-Admin & Lect Theatres. The last have been 
deliberately isolated to facilitate use by other faculties. Like 
the Physics bldg it has precast conc duct units externally, 
bk spandrils & Fural alum'm roofing. All vents & fume 
exhausts will be grouped into fibre glass housings on the 
roof. (Eggleston MacDonald & Secomb, arch'ts; Kennedy & 
Bird Pty Ltd, bldrs for Physics bldg). 

IT A major community development for Droughty Pt on the 
eastern shore of the Derwent has been announced. The entire 
£2+m scheme will occupy 850 acres & will provide Hobart 
with a new suburb developed along the lines of a large 
country club with about 3 thousand homes & a complete 
community centre. (LA. Simpson, Devonport arch't; Alfred 
Grant Pty Ltd, prmtrs). 
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Cooks World Travel Service recently opened its new offices 
at Nth Terrace, Adelaide. Creating a right psychological 
response, its sophisticated interior admirably suggests the 
luxury & comfort of leisure & travel—altogether a well 
mannered piece of design. (R.F. Gibson, Brisb arch't; Emmett 
Cont'rs Pty Ltd, bldrs). 

(( On his return from a recent trip overseas, Mr. Ivan 
Stevens, manager of Dunlop's Flooring Div, said that decora-
tive metallic translucent Vinyl tiles will become the accepted 
floor covering in many Aust'n homes within the next few 
yrs. "They are smart & easy to keep clean", he said.... ... 

In Sept '58 Syd Univ Senate approved a redevelopment 
scheme for 4 obsolescent acres west of the Quadrangle. 
Prepared by Univ's staff arch't-planner Mr. W. Abraham, the 
adopted proposal involves rebuilding in 3 stages, retains 
Bank Bldg, creates 3 new courtyards & provides a new 
pedestrian network right thru the Univ's central precinct. The 
latter are not only necessary but will certainly enhance the 
character of the establishment. Mungo MacCallum Bldg 
(above) completes the 1st stage & now awaits the next 
extension towards the west. This 6 floor (41,370 sq ft) 
structure houses staff, seminar rms & labs for Dept of 
Education, Psychology & Oriental Studies. But, somehow, 
it lacks a character which a bldg for post graduate work 
should have, that of a grouping, internally, to encourage 
discussion & exchange of views among those working there—
+he plan on the upper firs is central corridor with small rooms 
each side, & although there are meeting rooms, the 
individual study areas could certainly be handled with more 
sensitivity and care. All the floors were erected by lift-slab 
system with exterior walls faced with vertical strips of 
clinker brick, which, unfortunately, do not go right down to 
the lower ground floor level. Future additions towards the 
west will, no doubt, help to reduce the present incongruous 
bulk of the lift tower at right. (Fowell, Mansfield & 
Maclurcan, arch'ts; H. W. Thompson Bldg Pty Ltd, bldrs; 
£246,271). 
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This is St. Matthew's C of E War Memorial Parish Centre now 
under const'n in the Civic Square, Albury NSW. Raised 
above grd fir, a church lounge dominates a series of admin've, 
ceremonial, educational & recreational bldgs grouped around 
a large central courtyard with a cloister on 3 sides. Acces-
sible from the surrounding rooms, the latter will, no doubt, 
forri an excellent backdrop for religious dramas, pageants & 
chorales. (Rosman, Hastings & Sorel, arch'ts; Clive Steel & 
Ass'ts, engrs; A B & M A Chick Pty Ltd, bldrs; £58,000). 

)( Tas Housing Dept ventures again into mass housing, this 
time with 3 blocks of 85 apartments overlooking a city tip & 
Hobart's largest cemetery. Costing £297,000 these 6 storey 
structures have no lifts. (Housing Dept, arch'ts; E.A. Watts, 
bldrs). 



if Work started on an ambitious £2m community develop't 
scheme (see above) to be built at Clifton Springs near 
Geelong vic. Located along a pleasant 2-mile scenic water-
front, the project includes a country club, homes, motels small 
boat-harbour, 2 swimming pools, shopping centre (below) 
with super-market, food-stores & other shops. (Victor Gruen 
& Ass'ts, US arch'ts; Culliver & Sim, surveyors; Allan J Brown, 
engrs; Leslie M. Perrott & ptnrs, arch'ts in ass'n for Country 
Club; Willmore & Randell Ltd, real estate prmtrs). 

IT The new £16m main block at the Royal Adelaide Hospital 
will have an in-built suction system to simplify vacuum 
cleaning. Heavy cylinders containing medical gases will be 
replaced by a bulk liquid oxygen container equipped for 
piping and a pneumatic tube system will carry papers and 
small items of equipment & dressings between various parts 
of the hospital. Hot & cold ablution water is to be filtered, 
softened & chlorinated. 

IT A £16,100 contract to build a shopping centre in Pace 
Rd, Medina WA, has been let to Jennings Const'ns Pty Ltd 
who have been given only 10 weeks to build. The Centre's 
main shopping area measures 80' x 64' & will have no ob-
structing columns. (Krantz & Sheldon, arch'ts). 

IT Canberra's proposed new Holy Trinity Lutheran Memorial 
Church now being built at the cnr of Watson & Gould sts, is 
estimated to cost 522,150— a 60 ft square structure covered 
by a widely overhanging shingle roof which sweeps up to a 
central spire 70 ft high. The central nave has a timber 
ceiling rising with the roof & lit by lead-lights at the base of 
the spire. (Grounds, Romberg & Boyd, arch'ts; Jacob 
Haffner, bldr). 

)( Melb is to have a bldg & a garden on the old West'n 
Market Site, in spite of the bitter fight of those who wanted 
it reserved for a city square. The bldg will only take up a 
narrow strip along the Flinders lane frontage, leaving the 
rest of the space for a piazza. The City Ccl decided on this 
compromise recently, releasing the promoters from their 
original contract for a huge 26 storey bldg, on the grounds 
that the foundations were too soft for such a project. The 
decision is probably a good one though it may have been 
made for the wrong reasons. Several experts claim that the 
foundations are of solid basalt & would take a bldg of "any" 
size. People are asking whether the true reason for the 
failure to proceed with the original project may not have 
been lack of money. What with the credit squeeze the 
prospects of an easing off in boom conditions, & the 
possibility of over supply of office space, the original plan 
may have been financially unsound. If these were the reasons, 
then why not say so? 

(f Hobart's bldg boom—the biggest in the City's history—
is now showing results on almost every st corner. The 4 
storey £360,000 State Library on the cnr of Murray & 
Bathurst Sts will soon be ready. A 6 storey block of office 
suites & professional chambers in Macquarie st is expected to 
be ready early next year. In the heart of the city, Palfrey-
mans' new store in Elizabeth st is nearly finished. Serviced 
with escalators, the store is artificially lit throughout. Beyond 
it, the new G. J. Co'es' store begins to take substantial shape. 
It will be the 2nd largest Coles' store in the Commonwealth. 
The new Transport Commission office in lower Collins st, 
combine an up-to-date bus terminal with admin've offices. 
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This Community Centre at George Town near Launceston, 
Tas, was recently completed at a cost of £28,000. (Tandy, 
Pryor & Rogers, arch'ts; M.J. Stanley, engr; Hume Bros & 
Kerrison, bldrs). 

IT "Skyscrapers" are rising rapidly in Adelaide & by 1965 
more than 20 new multistorey bldgs each costing at least Elm 
will be pushing up the city sky-line. Work has already begun 
on multistorey flats in East Terrace, for Reid Murray Develop-
ments, & the same Co is to establish the tallest block of Home 
Units in SA in Wellington Square, Nth Adelaide. In addition 
to SA Elect Trust bldg in Park Terrace, a new £2m dept store 
for Cox-Foys in Rundle St & almost as high will be Charles 
Birks' new store which will cost £2--m. At least 2 big new 
residential hotels are planned—one £3m project for the 
L. J. Hooker organisation & another £2m to be built for 
Chevron-Hilton. 
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This suburban booking hall & shopping arcade was recently 
completed by Q'land Railways architects' section. Built by 
day-labour, it cost £87,000. The station at "Wulkuraka" & a 
standard waiting shed for railway platforms (below) ad-
mirably illustrate the clean & precisely detailed structures 
produced by this dept at a reasonable cost. 



ARCHITECTS: 
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DUNLOP VINYL TILES IN MODERN TRANSFORMATION 

From gloom into glamour — that is the outcome of successive developments of one of Brisbane's 
most historic sites. A stone convict prison in 1838; a gentleman's residence in 1840; 

a warehouse in 1900; now in 1960, the new Industrial Acceptance Building in the very 
heart of the city. Light, bright, colourful and air conditioned, the building has durable 

Dunlop Vinyl asbestos floor tiles throughout its 19,000 square feet. Effective colour planning 
has achieved a pleasing directional tile pattern on the ground floor. Grey tonings on the 

first floor lend dignity to executive areas. The positive adhesion of Dunlop Vinyl Tiles 
enabled laying on the old ground floor concrete and on newly poured concrete on the first floor. 

Versatile Dunlop Vinyl Tiles were used on first floor pillars for damage resistance and easy maintenance. 

DUNLOP FLOORING SERVICE 
Dunlop Floorings Pty. Ltd. 96 Flinders Street, Melbourne. MF 0371. 
Dunlop Rubber Australia Ltd., 27-33 Wentworth Ave., Sydney. 2 0969. 
Dunlop Rubber Australia Ltd., Centenary Place, Brisbane. 31 0271. 
Dunlop Flooring Centre, 473 Murray Street, Perth. 21 3085. 
Dunlop Flooring Centre, 131-133 Pirie Street, Adelaide. W 1647. 
Dunlop Rubber Australia Ltd., 27 Argyle Street, Hobart. 2 6581, 
Dunlop Rubber Australia Ltd., 18 Paterson Street, Launceston. 2 2067. 	 3815 
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